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Abstract
In recent years, research into motion mining and tracking of moving
objects in real-time have attracted the attention of many researchers.
Therefore, a new model for motion mining based on a combination of
sequential and parallel tracking strategies has been presented in this paper
in order to take advantage of them and reducing their shortcomings
simultaneously. In fact, combining tracker-level model helps to choose the
right motion mining algorithm based on input data features, and also
reduces tracking error by synchronizing tracker activity with parallel and
series strategies simultaneously. In comparison with other existing
solutions, this model provides important advantages such as decreasing
the response time, improving the speed and increasing accuracy for
tracking moving objects in the higher layers.
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1. Introduction
Despite associated hardware for video data
collection has grown very fast, requests of human
have always a more rapid growth. To overcome
this problem, we need a comprehensive computer
system for analyzing and deciding on the image
data set. Thus, it is vital to build a system to extract
important data from the image data set and analyze
it correctly. Motion tracking is a prevalent
technique to record the movement of objects or
people for immediate or delayed motion analysis
and reuse. [1]
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a
process that aims at finding valid, useful, novel and
understandable patterns in data [2]. Data mining is
a process that extracts understandable knowledge

or patterns in data [3]. As a result, data mining is a
part of KDD. In the praxis, KDD and data mining
are used as synonym. Motion mining is also
defined as a part of data mining [4].
There are many definitions for the motion
mining in the literature. One of them defines
motion mining as finding important patterns in
image dataset which we could not achieve by
searching and retrieving data set simply [5]. These
patterns are used to improve decision making.
From other point of view, motion mining has
been defined as knowledge discovery, patterns and
the occurrences mining from image data set to
explore the semantic structure of the images [6].
Motion mining identifies the important moving
objects and tracks objects frame by frame as well
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as analysis objects to identify their behavior [7].
The existing architecture for motion mining
includes three layers: Data preprocessing, Mining
layer and Visualization layer [8].
In the first layer, data collect and clean for the
next phases. In the Mining layer, some operations
are performed to track and predict the future path
of moving objects. In previous methods, due to
lack of an efficient strategy and intelligent
database, speed and accuracy of motion analysis is
low. Sometimes there are plenty of similarities
between target objects and non-target objects or
background. Consequently, detecting moving
objects is probably erroneous action. Because of
this reason, it is necessity to isolate foreground
data from background data in the mining process.
The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: In Section 2 challenges and related works
in the field of motion mining are explored. The
fusion strategies are presented in Section 3. In the
next section, the architecture of a tracker system
for motion mining is described. Section 5 suggests
a new approach with combining fusion strategies
and finally results have been proposed and the
paper is concluded.
2.

Related works and challenges
There are many applications which motivate us
for motion mining field such as traffic analysis,
MoveMine, moving animals and climate changes.
Therefore, standard databases were established in
the aforementioned fields to make a framework for
adjusting parameters and visualization.
In [9], the paper addresses the two major
challenges: motion representation and action
recognition. Thus a novel motion descriptor based
on optical flow has been proposed to describe the
activity of the persons though they are in various
views. The new motion descriptor has been framed
by fusing shape features and motion features
together to increase the performance of the system.
Figure 1 shows main logical components of a
video tracker and main logical components of a
tracking algorithm. As it is depicted, components
of a tracking algorithm consist of five logical
components [10]:
a) The definition of a technique to discover

relevant information from an image area
occupied by a target object. This technique
can be based on object classification
algorithms, detecting changes, or extracting
couple of features such as color, gradient
and edges.
b) Specifying a representation to encode the
appearance and the target shape. This
representation defines the characteristics of
the target object that will be used by the
tracker. Generally, the representation is a
trade-off between accuracy of the
description and invariance: it should be
descriptive enough to cope with clutter and
to discriminate false targets, while allowing
a certain degree of flexibility to cope with
changes of target scale, pose, illumination
and partial occlusions.
c) Third component is a method that propagates
state of the target. This method should use
information from the feature extraction
method. By this way, different instances of
the same object over the time are linked.
d) The next logical component has to define a
strategy to manage targets appearing and
disappearing from the imaged scene. This
step, referred to a track management,
initializes the track for a new object of
interest and terminates the trajectory
associated with a disappeared target. When
a new target shows itself in the scene, the
tracker must initialize a new trajectory.
A new target usually happens:
 At the edge of the field of view of the
camera,
 At specific entry areas (e.g. doors),
 In the far-field of the camera (when the
size of the projection onto the image
plane increases and the target
 becomes visible), or
 In another object (when a target separate
from another target e.g. a driver get off a
car).
Similarly, a trajectory must be stopped when the
target:
 leaves from view of the camera, or
 Joins or disappears at another object (e.g. a
building).
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In addition, it is desirable to terminate a
trajectory when the tracking performance is
expected to degrade under a predefined level, thus
generating a track loss condition.
e) The discovery of meta-data from the state in
a compact and unambiguous form.
Meta-data

Localization

Feature
Extraction

interaction between outputs of black boxes, which
can run in parallel (Figure 3) or in cascade
(sequentially) [11-13].
An alternative is to perform the fusion
sequentially, considering the features as if they
were available at subsequent time instants (Figure
4).
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Fig.1: The video-tracking pipeline.
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Figure 2 shows a summary of the main
challenges in video tracking.

Fig.3: Fusion of independent estimates from parallel
trackers.
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Fig.4: Sequential integration of tracking estimates in a
cascade architecture.
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Fig.2: The main challenges in video tracking are due to
temporal variations of the target appearance and to
appearance similarity with other objects in the scene.

3.

Fusion Strategies
Multi-feature fusion in video tracking can be
performed both at the tracker level and at the
measurement level. While tracker-level fusion
enables using of a different range of tracker, fusion
at the measurement-level avoids running multiple
single-feature trackers, thus for reducing the
problem should merge possible inconsistent or
redundant tracking hypotheses [11].
Fusion at tracker level models single-feature
tracking algorithms as black boxes. The videotracking problem is redefined by modeling the

The frame-by-frame measurement noise is used
by the filter for each feature acts as a feature
reliability estimator. The measurement noise can
also be estimated in a training phase [14], and then
it avoids adapting the feature contribution over the
time, but reduces the flexibility of the tracker under
changing scene conditions.
A summary of multi-feature tracking algorithms
with fusion at the tracker level is given in Table 1.
The table highlights the features and the fusion
mechanism used by the trackers.
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Table1: Comparison of feature types and fusion strategies
used in video tracking algorithms that combine
multiple features at the tracker level

Algorithm
Kanade–Lucas,
particle filter [8]

Feature
s

Fusion

Templat

Bayesian
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Condensation,
Kalman filter [10]

e
Templat
e,
Blob,
Color
Color,
Contour

Condensation [12]

Templat
e, Color

Extended Kalman
filter [13]

Product of
pdfs
Covariance
estimation

Applications:
Animal study, Ecological analysis, Mobility
Management, Traffic analysis,
planning, Climatological study

Parameters

Visualization
Results

Statistical
Results

Sequential
integration
Mining

Blob,
Color,
Geometr
y

Nonadaptive
product

Visualization

Particle filter [11]

important [8].
In the third layer, the results that are explored in
the mining layer, are checked and then these results
will be ready to use applications.

network

Periodic Pattern,
Swarm Pattern,
Movement Interaction

4.

Collection and Cleaning

Architecture of Motion Mining
Motion mining tracks objects to extract useful
patterns. The process analysis unknown important
moving objects from the image data set using rulebased approach to detect or predict the semantic
structure of a path without collision. The rich
mining algorithms provide a new perspective in the
analysis of image data set. This architecture has
various components that work together to achieve
high data purity.
At first, by using the methods of removal and
separation of the background, important moving
objects are separated. After removing irrelevant
objects, method tracks target with helping
estimation methods. Next, the results of the
previous steps are used as the input data for motion
mining.
Architecture of motion mining includes three
layers as shown in Figure 5: collection and
cleaning, mining and visualization layer.
The first layer collects the data of moving
objects. In data mining, this layer is called data
preparation step. Due to limitation in data
collection techniques, there is the possibility of
contradiction and confusion in the data set. So,
data purity is required after data collection step.
In the second layer, mining layer, motion
mining methods are performed on the data
collection of moving objects. Among the existing
algorithms in this field, periodic pattern, Swarm
Pattern,
Trajectory
Clustering,
Trajectory
Classification and classification are the most

Moving Object
Pattern Mining

Trajectory
Mining
Classification,
Clustering,
Outlier Detection

Moving object databases

Animal

Vehicle

Mobile

Climat
e

Fig.5: Architecture of a tracker system for motion mining.

5.

Proposed Model
In the various models proposed for the
architecture of the motion mining, results of each
layer are delivered to upper layer. Errors over the
bottom layers are published for the above layers.
Ultimately speed and accuracy of mining are
reduced. An additional layer has been used in the
proposed model, called tracker-level fusion. This
layer increases the accuracy of tracking results as
shown in Figure 6. In the tracker-level fusion layer,
the combination of series and parallel data fusion
strategies are implemented simultaneously.
In the series data fusion strategy, combination
of tracking is implicitly done by applying the
characteristics of each tracker and results are sent
to the next tracker. In the parallel data fusion
strategy, all of trackers do their features on the
initial data simultaneously and the final result will
be achieved.
In the tracker-level fusion layer in which added
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for combination of results of these two strategies,
the results of these two strategies are used in the
tracker-level fusion layer and then the results of
these two strategies are compared. Finally, the best
result is selected between trajectories with low
standard deviation and they are sent for using in
the mining layer.
This results in sending precise results to the
higher layers and thus helps in preventing the
spread of errors in the higher layers. Using data
mining algorithms in the mining layer, the output
trajectories from layer composition has been
investigated and these results are used in
applications. By overlapping and simultaneous run
time of strategies, improvement of tracking quality
and prevention of wasting time in the mining layer
is practicable. Consequently, it increases the
tracking speed.
Visualization

Applications:
Animal study, Ecological analysis, Mobility
Management, Traffic analysis,
planning, Climatological study

Parameters

Visualization
Results

Mining

Moving Object
Pattern Mining

Statistical
Results

Trajectory
Mining

Periodic Pattern,
Swarm Pattern,
Movement Interaction

mining.

6.

Results
In this section, based on series and parallel
detecting strategy, the result of executing single
property and multi property detecting algorithms
will be discussed. In executing single property
algorithms, combination of two properties, say
edge and fitting, are used that each of which has
already been tested in single property detecting
algorithms.
It has been used LabVIEW1 to execute tests.
The result of executing edge-property-based
detecting algorithm by this software with the aim
of detecting head of human in a sequence of
images related to the data set of SPEVI2 with a
scrambled background is shown. This software is a
powerful and flexible software to analyze
measurement systems. Existence of a visual and
straight connection between user of this software
and the software itself results in writing and using
existing programs in this software package and
making this more exciting. Consequently, for using
in industry, education, laboratory researches, it
becomes a standard model to gather and process
data and as a way to control and simulate virtual
tools. In table 6-1 the important detail results of
testing edge-property-based detecting algorithm
have been summarized.
Table6-1: Summarized results of testing edge-propertybased detecting algorithm

Classification,
Clustering,
Outlier Detection

Detecting the
first edge
Detecting the
last edge
Sum of samples
Sum of total
detected edges
Total time (ms)

Compare

Tracker-Level Fusion

Tracker n

Tracker n

F
U
S
I
O
N

Tracker 3
Tracker 2
Tracker 1

Tracker 2

Tracker 1

Collection and Cleaning

Vehicle

Mobile

Time
(ms)
464

4464

42930

4464
616
42930

6-1 Executing fitting-property-based detecting
algorithm
In this section, by using LabVIEW, the result of
executing
fitting-property-based
detecting
algorithm is depicted. For recognizing the subject

Moving object databases

Animal

Sample
No
25

Climat
e

1

Fig.6: The proposed model of tracker system for motion

2
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by using the property of fitting, it has been used
four samples as it is shown in figure 6-1.

Detecting the
first successful
fitting
Detecting the
last successful
fitting
Sum of
samples
Sum of total
successful
fittings
Total time
(ms)

Fig.6-1: Different samples of subject for applying fitting in
the test using fitting-property-based detecting algorithm

In table 6-2 the important detail results of
testing fitting-property-based detecting algorithm
have been summarized.

No
0

(ms)
332

447

47850

448
446

47850

Table6-2: Summarized results of testing fitting-propertybased detecting algorithm

Sample Time
6-2 Multi-property combinational algorithms based on series-surface detecting
6-2-1 executing the detection test by combination of properties of edge and fitting
In this section, the results of multi-property combinational algorithms based on edge and fitting with
series-surface detection in LabVIEW are shown. In this test, detecting head of human in a sequence of
images related to the data set of SPEVI with a scrambled background is depicted. In series strategy, first
detector recognizes the edge of incoming samples. Next, it fits the captured sample according to the
subject on the recognized edges resulted from the last step.
In table 6-3 the important detail results according to the series strategy have been summarized.
Table6-3: Important detail results of moving object according to the series strategy with combining edge and fitting
properties

The first stage of algorithm
Sample Time
No
(ms)
Detecting the first
25
464
edge
Detecting the last
4464 42930
edge
Sum of samples
4480
Sum of total
616
detected edges
Total time (ms)
43024

The second stage of algorithm
Sample Time
No
(ms)
Detecting the first
1
43106
successful fitting
Detecting the last
614
68482
successful fitting
Sum of incoming edge
616
Sum of total successful
418
fittings
Total time (ms)
68557
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In figure 6-2, the output of detecting algorithm with series strategy and based on combining the
properties of edge and fitting over multi frame has been shown.

Fig.6-2: Detecting SPEVI multi frame data set according to detecting multi-properties detecting with properties of edge and
fitting based on series-detector-surface strategy

6-3 Multi-properties combinational algorithms based on detector-surface-parallel strategy
6-3-1 executing the test of detecting with combining edge and fitting properties
In this section, results of executing multi-properties combinational algorithms based on edge and
fitting properties with detector-surface-parallel strategy in LabVIEW software are discussed. In this test,
detecting head of human in a sequence of images related to the data set of SPEVI with a scrambled
background is aimed.
In series strategy, detector recognizes the edge. As soon as detection, according to the recognized
edge, captured sample is fitted. The difference between series and parallel strategy is that in the former,
all of edges are discovered. Then over this edge set, the fitting is done. In the latter, the fitting is done for
any discovered edge.
In table 6-4, the important detail results have been summarized according to the parallel strategy.
Table6-4: Detail results of moving object according to the parallel strategy with combining edge and fitting properties

The first stage of algorithm for each
sample
Sample Time
No
(ms)
Detecting the first
25
429
edge
Detecting the last
4428 57399
edge
Sum of samples
4480
Sum of total
547
detected edges
Total time (ms)
57680

The second stage of algorithm for each
discovered edge
Sample Time
No
(ms)
Detecting the first
25
427
successful fitting
Detecting the last
4428 57419
successful fitting
Sum of incoming edge
547
Sum of total successful
405
fittings
Total time (ms)
57680
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In figure 6-3, the output of detecting algorithm with series strategy and based on combining the properties
of edge and fitting over multi frame has been shown.

Fig. 6-3: Detecting SPEVI multi frame data set according to detecting multi-properties detecting with properties of edge and
fitting based on parallel-detector-surface strategy

7.

Conclusion
Motion mining tracks objects to extract useful
patterns. The process analyze unknown important
moving objects from the image data set using rulebased approach to detect or predict the semantic
structure of a path without collision.
Architecture of motion mining includes three
layers: collection and cleaning, mining and
visualization layer. In the first layer, data are
collected and cleaned for the next phases. In the
mining layer, some operations are performed to
track and predict the future path of moving objects.
In the visualization layer, the results that are
explored in mining layer are checked and then
these results will be ready to use by applications.
In this paper, two strategies are combined in
series and parallel data fusion strategies
simultaneously. In addition, this way results in
saving time and choosing the best possible result of
data fusion strategies. Finding the best results
increase the speed and quality in an accurate
feature for the mining layer. It also increases the
accuracy of the output of mining layer.
We propose starting the work in the mining
model. According to the features of the input
frame, a decision tree is used to select tracking
algorithms in each tracker. This decision tree is
built based on previous experiences and with
helping an expert. The results of mining layer’s
operations can be used to update the decision tree.
We predict that using decision tree increases
accuracy in tracking, and ultimately increases
quality and speed of finding the future trajectories.
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